IT Partner Switzerland
Do you absolutely love mountain sports? Are you an ambitious full stack developer with superior
programming skills? Do you have an entrepreneurial mindset and love coding? Do you speak English and
other European languages?

If you answer yes to all these questions, then join us!
We're looking for a developer to join our team. We're growing and need more hands! Our environment is
very fun and energetic, and you'll get the opportunity to work on quite a variety of projects. It's hard to
narrow down the exact specifics of the position because we are flexible and like to use people in what they
are best at and enjoy the most. Contact us and we'll give you all the clarity you could want on this!
A person in this role is comfortable in an “all hands-on deck” environment, loves big challenges and solving
problems, is positive and is able to thrive in a startup culture.
Why us?
Our mission is focused around the people and the product: develop the most user-friendly state of the art
booking website for mountain experiences creating a positive impact for the overall industry while working
with great people with different cultural backgrounds and expertise. We are building a professional, friendly
and people-oriented company with a broad and deep understanding of the world-wide mountain industry.
What you’ll do:
-

Building and developing our online technologies.

-

Proactively improving and optimizing the .com website.

-

Propose new, creative marketing/sales activities in order to increase sales and raise brand awareness.

What you’ll need
-

Highly experienced with back-end programming languages {{Java, JSP, JSTL }}

-

Proficient experience using {{Ex: advanced JavaScript libraries and frameworks such as AngularJS,
KnockoutJS, BackboneJS, ReactJS, DurandalJS etc.}}.

-

Development experience for both mobile and desktop WEB development (HTML5, css3, bootstrap,
javascript, jquery).

-

Understanding of server-side languages including {{such as Jade, EJS, Jinja, etc.}}.

-

Experience with cloud message APIs and usage of push notifications.

-

Knowledge of code versioning tools {{such as Git, Mercurial or SVN}}.

-

Excellent English and one or more European Languages.

-

We expect the ideal candidate to share our company culture that values transparency, proactive
independence, problem solving and nothing is impossible attitude.

-

A natural passion for mountain sports (summer or winter) is preferred.

Our offer
-

Duration: unlimited

-

Conditions: to be negotiated.

-

Be part of an exciting adventure and an interdisciplinary team with highly motivated people.

If you are ready to take over this challenge, we look forward to receiving your application.
Please sent your CV and motivation letter to careers@my-mountains.com.

